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ABSTRACT 

Side channel attacks are known to be efficient techniques to 

retrieve secret data. Within this context, this paper proposes to 

prototype a logic called Secure Triple Track Logic (STTL) on 

FPGA and evaluate its robustness against power analyses. More 

precisely, the paper aims at demonstrating that the basic concepts 

on which this logic leans are valid and may provide interesting 

design guidelines to obtain secure circuits.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 
In the last century, modern cryptology has focused mostly in 

defining cryptosystems that resist to logical attacks. In the last few 

years, the increasing use of secure embedded systems led 

researchers to focus also on the correlation between the data 

processed by cryptographic devices and their physical information 

leakage.  As a result, efficient side-channel attacks appeared. 

These employ the device power consumption to disclose its secret 

key. Examples of such attacks are Simple Power Analysis (SPA) 

and Differential Power Analysis (DPA) [1]. 

Several countermeasures to these attacks have been proposed 

in previous works [2-4,11,14,16]. Most of these aim at hiding or 

masking the correlation between processed data and physical 

leakages. Adding random power consumption is one example 

technique employed.   

Self-timed circuits seem an interesting implementation 

alternative, since it is more difficult to correlate the leaking 

syndromes to the data flow in a secure design in the absence of a 

clock signal [4,8]. 

Among all asynchronous circuit families, Quasi-Delay 

Insensitive (QDI) circuits offer another main advantage, the return 

to zero dual rail encoding used to present logic values [5,12]. 

Indeed, a rising transition on one of the two wires indicates that a 

bit is set to an invalid value with no logical meaning.  

Consequently, the transmission of a valid logic ‘1’ or ‘0’ always 

requires switching a rail to VDD. Therefore, the differential power 

signature of QDI circuits may be strongly reduced, given the use 

of symmetric cells. 

Several implementations of robust dual rail cells are 

available in literature [10-15]. Most of these have been proposed 

to design robust ASIC, even if some works choose to map secure 

dual rail logic on FPGAs [6,7].  

An investigation of the effective robustness against DPA of 

dual rail logic has been introduced in [16]. This evaluation 

demonstrates that the load imbalances (and thus power and timing 

ones) introduced during place and route steps significantly reduce 

the dual rail logic robustness against DPA. More precisely, the 

authors of [16] identify the potential asymmetrical propagation of 

data through the design as the remaining Achilles heel of dual rail 

logic. As a result, these authors introduced an improved dual rail 

logic, called Secure Triple Track Logic. The main characteristics 

of this logic are: a quasi-data independent power consumption and 

a quasi-data independent computation time at block level. 

This paper investigates the efficiency of the concepts 

enclosed in the design guidelines of the Secure Triple Track 

Logic. After implementing and prototyping the most sensitive 

block of the DES algorithm on FPGA using STTL concepts, it 

proposes to evaluate the prototype robustness against DPA and 

Correlation Power Analysis (CPA).  

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 

2 briefly presents the STTL logic. Section 3 introduces the use of 

hard macros to efficiently map STTL on an FPGA. Here the 

quality of the obtained mapping is also discussed. Section 4 

introduces the DPA and CPA platform used to evaluate the 

validity of the STTL concepts. Finally, Section 5 draws some 

conclusions. 

2. SECURE TRIPLE TRACK LOGIC 
Dual rail logic has been identified as an interesting 

countermeasure against DPA in several works [10-15]. This 

happens because its associated dual rail encoding theoretically 

allows reducing the correlation between its processed data and its 

power consumption. However, this claim holds if and only if 

some conditions are fulfilled [16]. 

As highlighted in [16], these conditions relate to the impact 

of the placement and routing steps on both the switching currents 

and the timing of dual rail designs. Indeed, place and route may 

introduce undesirable parasitic capacitances, be it in ASIC or 

programmable logic devices, unbalancing both the timing and the 

switching current profiles of dual rail gates and blocks. Place and 



route are thus extremely critical steps in the design flow of secure 

dual rail circuits. 

The STTL logic has been introduced to eliminate this 

weakness of dual rail against DPA and CPA. The main 

characteristics of this improved dual rail logic are quasi-data 

independent computation time and power consumption. These 

characteristics are obtained thanks to the introduction of a third 

rail as shown Fig. 1. The additional output wire, named SV, 

indicates whenever the output data is stable and valid or not. 

Similarly, there are two additional input wires AV and BV, which 

indicate the validity of the incoming signals A and B.  
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Fig. 1 STTL And2 gate. 

STTL therefore operates according to a triple rail data 

encoding as represented in Fig. 2. This is not the first time that the 

use of an additional wire to encode the validity of a signal is 

proposed. This was first proposed in [9]. However, the goal of the 

additional wire in [9] is to obtain an “efficient hardware 

implementation” and not improve the design security or providing 

data independent logic. 

As Fig. 2 illustrates, STTL is not a true triple rail encoding 

since the additional code value does not convey any information 

about the bit value, and is therefore not correlated with the value 

of this bit. This property is extremely important from a security 

point of view. Indeed, one key design characteristic of STTL cells 

is that all validity signals (AV, BV and SV) are delivered by low 

switching current gates (greyed gates in Fig. 3), i.e. gates having 

greater propagation delays than high switching current gates 

(blackened gates in Fig. 3) in order to ensure that all input validity 

signals (AV, BV) settle after the data signals (A0, A1, B0, B1). This 

property can be easily obtained in ASIC design, by sizing 

transistors of greyed cells to be smaller then those of blackened 

cells. 

 

 

Fig. 2 Data encoding used in STTL. 

 

Fig. 3 Illustration of the basic operation of STTL. 

The use of the additional wire implies, at cell level, a data 

independent power overhead estimated roughly to be within 10% 

to 30% compared to dual rail, as demonstrated in [10], depending 

on the complexity of the cell. However, this allows designing cells 

that have two interesting properties from a security point of view: 

� A quasi data independent power consumption, as most 

of the proposed secure dual rail logic styles provide; 

� A quasi data independent propagation delay, since the 

switching of the cell will always be triggered by a data 

independent signal (Enable) computed from validity 

signals (AV, BV and SV) which are also data 

independent. 

The second property above compensates the identified 

weakness of basic or secure dual rail cell introduced in former 

works, i.e. the arrival time imbalance, also called early 

propagation in [17]. In order to illustrate how the use of STTL 

cell warrants obtaining a quasi data independent computation time 

at circuit level, consider the simple circuit structure depicted in 

Fig. 3. This circuit is composed by three STTL cells. Once again, 

greyed and blackened elements correspond respectively to low 

and high switching current gates. Without loss of generality, 

assume that low and high switching current cells have respectively 

a propagation delay equal to θS (low current logic delay) and θF 

(high current logic delay) with θS/θF > 1. With such an 

assumption Fig. 4 represents the sequence of events occurring in 

the structure of Fig. 3 considering that AV, BV, CV and finally DV 

all rise at t = 0. On this Figure, the greyed time windows UAT 

represent the incertitude on the arrival time values of signals E0, 

E1, F0, F1, G1 and G0, due to the differential load imbalance 

introduced in the place and route steps. Despite this incertitude on 

the arrival time values of E0E1 and F0F1, it can be noted that G3 

fires at time T= 3θS + θF. 

The important point here is that T does not depend on the 

input data, provided that UAT < QAT = θS + θF, thanks to the stage 

to stage synchronization. More precisely, in an STTL circuit, gate  



 

Fig. 4 Timing diagram associated to Fig. 3. 

firing times are independent of the data processed, if the 

incertitude on arrival time values, introduced during the place and 

route steps, is lower than QAT = θS + θF. The QAT time window, 

which is proportional to θS, can be tuned by adequately sizing the 

delay QAT. 

Thus, the robustness of an STTL circuit can be easily tuned 

through the adjustment of the width of this time window. While 

designing an ASIC, this can be achieved by properly sizing the 

gate and/or using dual VT cells. 

3. IMPLEMENTATION OF STTL ON 

FPGA 
If many ASIC design techniques are available to tune the time 

window QAT, this task is more difficult while mapping on a field 

programmable device, since the hardware is fixed. This Section 

introduces a solution to map the concepts of STTL on FPGAs.  

The first step to map STTL logic on FPGA is to design hard 

macros implementing basic STTL cells such as the STTL And2 

function represented Fig. 1. A possible solution (certainly a sub-

optimal one) to realize an STTL And2 function on FPGA is to 

integrate in a hard macro a functionality equivalent to an ASIC, as 

represented in Fig. 5a. In this Figure the logic is composed by C-

Elements to avoid hazards on the inputs of traditional OR logic 

gates. Note that realizing this macro, the true and false data paths 

must be designed to have the same logical depth. This feature is 

important to obtain quasi independent power consumption and 

computation time at the cell level delays. To realize this on an 

FPGA, the solution is to implement independent logic. More 

specifically, the delay D of Fig. 5a has been obtained by cascading 

five LUTs. This allowed implementing a quasi independent timing 

logic for the validity signal having a constant and greater 

propagation delay than propagation delays of the true and false 

data paths, respectively. 

Following these design guidelines, the mapping of an STTL 

And2 can be achieved using 11 LUTs (6 slices) as shown on Fig. 

5b: 6 LUTs for the logic and 5 LUTs for the validation logic. Note 

that the area required to map a simple STTL cell on FPGA seems  
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Fig. 5 (a) Logically and physically equivalent mapping of a 

STTL And2 gate and (b) picture of the obtained hard macro 

(Xilinx Spartan 3) 

expensive. However it is necessary to keep in mind that the 

objective is to evaluate the validity of STTL concepts and not to 

find the best mapping of STTL on FPGAs. STTL cells mapping 

on LUTs could be improved. Similar results were obtained for 

other basic STTL cells. 

4. EXPERIMENTATION 
In order to evaluate the robustness of STTL against DPA, the 

most sensitive sub-module of a cryptographic algorithm has been 

implemented. The Data Encryption Standard (DES) was chosen 

because of it is a well known symmetric cryptosystem referenced 

by most studies on side-channel attacks. Only the critical module 

of the DES Cipher Function, called SBOX has been implemented. 

4.1 DES sub-module characteristic 
The chosen sub-module is depicted in Fig. 6. It takes the first 6 

bits from the 48-bit expansion permutation output (Plaintext) and 

the first 6 bits output by the secret key compression permutation 

of DES first round (Secret sub key). These blocks are XORed bit-

by-bit and the resulting 6-bit block is submitted to the Sbox1, 

which produces a 4-bit block as output. This module is sufficient 

to apply DPA. 

Both single rail (SR) and STTL versions of this algorithm are 

available. The sub-module was implemented in single rail logic to 

validate the DPA/CPA flow, but also to obtain a reliable reference 

while evaluating the robustness against DPA/CPA of the STTL 

prototype. Table 1 gives the area required to implement the SR 

and STTL sub-modules on an FPGA. Table 1 also gives the 

results of timing analysis considering all possible input transitions 

and the 64 (26) possible values of the Secret subkey part. 

The obtained results demonstrate that the computation time 

of the STTL sub-module is, as expected, rigorously constant. 

However, the computation time is roughly five times greater than  

 

Fig. 6 Sub-module of DES Cipher function. 

 



Table 1. Sub-module area and timings 

 Single Rail STTL 

Min (ns) 15.627 102.664 

Max (ns) 26.603 102.664 

Average (ns) 22.231 102.664 

Variation (ns) 10.976 0 

Area (slices) 175 994 

Area (%) 9% 51% 

 

that obtained for the SR logic. The independent validation logic 

implementing delay D (Fig. 5a) on FPGA explains this result. 

However, this raises several questions not tackled in this paper for 

lack of space: 

� Is a smaller D value sufficient to achieve constant 

computation time?  

� Is there a way to implement this delay at a lower cost on 

current FPGAs?  

� What would be the area of an FPGA dedicated to STTL 

design? 

4.2 Measurement setup 
To validate the STTL implementation, i.e. evaluate its robustness 

against DPA/CPA the following measurement setup, displayed in 

Fig 7, was employed: 

� A Xilinx Spartan3 board, the core voltage regulator of which 

has been disconnected, to supply the FPGA core using a less 

noisy battery; 

� A current probe with a bandwidth of 1GHz, to measure the 

instantaneous switching current of the FPGA core; 

� An oscilloscope to sample the switching current at 4GS/s; 

� A PC to control the whole measurement setup, It provides 

data to the sub-module through an on chip RS232 module and 

stores measured power traces. 

 

 

Fig. 7 DPA/CPA Measurement setup. 

4.3 Performed DPA and CPA 
In order to perform power analyses, power curves were collected 

on both single rail and STTL mappings. There are 64 power 

curves for the STTL (one for each possible data transition from 

the spacer value to a valid 6-bit value, see Fig. 2) and 4033 for the 

SR mapping (from any possible value to any others distinct 

value).  

To reduce the noise and increase the Signal to Noise Ratio, 

each transition was applied 50 times to obtain, for each ciphering, 

an averaged power trace. Once data collection is done, power 

analyses were ran, based on two different power consumption  

 

Fig. 8 Overview of the DPA/CPA flow. 

models: the Hamming-Weight (HW) and Hamming-Distance 

(HD) models, illustrated in Fig. 8. Note: 

(a) using the HW model resumes to count the number of logical 

‘1’ in the word targeted by the attack,    

(b) while using the HD model resumes to count the number of 

bits that have switched from ‘0’ (‘1’) to ‘1’(‘0’) during a 

computation if the power curves are obtained by monitoring 

the supply (ground) rail. 

We first performed some differential power analyses considering 

different selection functions. For these attacks, we used the 

selection function introduced by Kocher [1]. Four different 

analyses were undertaken, each targeting one output bit of the 

Sbox1. Next, we performed multi-bit differential analyses; i.e., we 

sorted the power traces according to the value of 2 output bits 

rather than 1. All power traces forcing respectively those two bits 

to the value ‘11’ and ‘00’ were thus gathered in the sets of power 

traces V1 and V0. Meanwhile all others power traces were 

discarded. 

We then used two variants of Kocher selection function. 

These variants consist in considering respectively the Hamming 

Weight or the Hamming Distance of the four output bits of the 

Sbox1. Specifically, we defined two sets of power traces 

according to the value of the HW or HD, rather than to the value 

of one output bit. 

Finally, we performed Correlation Power Analyses based on 

the HW and on the HD respectively. These analyses were 

performed in the time domain, i.e. one correlation value was 

computed for each sample of the power traces (between the 

instantaneous value of the current and either the HD or HW). 

As illustrated in Fig. 9 and Fig. 10, all the above power 

analysis provided, in our case, 64 evolutions (one for each 

possible guess) of a quantity (a difference of current or 

correlation) versus time. Usually, the secret key corresponds 

(theoretically) to the guess resulting to the curve having the 

greatest amplitude. 



5. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 
Even if theoretically, the guess corresponding to the secret key is 

characterized by the highest amplitude, in practice a margin 

should be considered, to warrant a high level of confidence while 

concluding about the successfulness of DPA or CPA. 

 

Fig. 9 Differential Power Analysis traces obtained for the SR 

DES sub-module (sub-key 10). 

 

Fig. 10 Correlation Power Analysis traces obtained for SR 

DES sub-module (sub-key 10). 

Note that we defined this margin as the minimal relative 

difference between the amplitude of the DPA trace obtained for 

the right key, and the amplitude obtained for wrong guesses of the 

keys. We considered that a DPA or a CPA was successful if the 

resulting margin is larger than 10%. 

All the power analyses described in the preceding Section 

were first applied on the single rail DES sub-module. The 

analyses were done using an input sequence of 4033 different 

vectors. This sequence was defined to obtain the average power 

traces of all possible input transitions (6 bits). For each 

considered sub-key value, most differential power analyses were 

successful, since the margins obtained range between 10% and 

30%, depending on the considered selection function. Moreover, 

during these analyses, we observed that the Hamming Distance 

model gives, as expected, higher margins than the Hamming 

Weight model. As an illustration, Fig. 9 gives the differential 

power analysis traces obtained for the sub-key 10, while Fig. 10 

represents the evolution of the correlation coefficients with 

respect to the number of input vectors used to perform the 

correlation power analysis. As shown on the latter figure, 50 

inputs are usually sufficient to reveal the secret sub-key, even if 

the statistical convergence is not reached. 

In a second experiment, we applied all power analyses 

described Section 4, on the STTL DES sub-module. These 

analyses were performed for all possible values of the secret key. 

Table 2 summarizes the obtained results. As shown, only the 

secret key 57 was revealed with a high level of confidence by only 

one power analysis (a DPA based on the Hamming Weight 

model). The margin was indeed equal to 13% (>10%). However, 

as shown, Fig. 11 this margin is obtained on an extremely short 

time interval and maybe this peak is a ghost one. 

Table 2 Power analyses results on STTL. 

Sub-
key 

HW model HD model 

0 �34 power analyses failed power analyses failed 

35 power analyses failed 
success (DPA Kocher 
bits 0 & 2) margin : 8% 

36�56 power analyses failed power analyses failed 

57 
Success (DPA Kocher 

bit 0) Margin : 13% 
power analyses failed 

58 �63 power analyses failed power analyses failed 

 

These results demonstrate the robustness of the STTL DES 

sub-module. It demonstrates that designing quasi-data 

independent computation time and power consumption module is 

a good solution to increase the robustness against DPA and CPA. 

 

Fig. 11 Differential Power Analysis traces obtained for the 

STTL DES sub-module (sub-key 57) 

 

Fig. 12 Correlation Power Analysis traces obtained for STTL 

DES sub-module (sub-key 57) 



6. CONCLUSIONS 
In this paper, we prototyped on FPGA a logic called Secure Triple 

Track Logic and evaluated its robustness against power analyses. 

We demonstrated that obtaining simultaneously quasi-data 

independent power consumption and computation time constitutes 

an interesting design guideline to increase the robustness of 

circuits against differential and correlation power analyses.  
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